ADDENDUM 01

Date: 13 July 2021

To: All Potential Bidders
From: UNDP IRAQ
Subject: CHANGE OF SITE VISIT DATE FOR LOCATION-2
Project: ITB-238-21 LOCATION-1 Rehabilitation of village networks in (Umm-Alkarami 1, Umm-Alkarami 2, Eayan laylaa Al-Dhaim) - Khalis District – Diyala. LOCATION-2 Rehabilitation of Electricity Network in Al Alkhalis Neighborhood City and Villages in Alkhalis.

Reference is made to the UNDP published procurement notice for the ITB-238-21 LOCATION-1 Rehabilitation of village networks in (Umm-Alkarami 1, Umm-Alkarami 2, Eayan laylaa Al-Dhaim) - Khalis District – Diyala.

LOCATION-2 Rehabilitation of Electricity Network in Al Alkhalis Neighborhood City and Villages in Alkhalis on UNDP and UNGM websites, respectively.

Due to the Official Holiday for the Republic Day of Iraq on 14 July 2021, all interested potential bidders are hereby notified that:

The Site visit Date of the Location-2 of the subject ITB has been re-organized as follows:

Date & Time: Thursday, 15 July 2021 between 13:00 p.m. till 15:00 p.m.

For any technical site inquiry please contact
Focal Person LOCATION-2: Eng. Dunya K. Ismaeel, Email: dunyakhalil@outlook.com; Mobile: +964 782 561 8644

Kindly confirm with the focal person your attendance.

The site visit is mandatory. If the bidders will not attend the site visit, the bid will not be considered for further evaluation and will be rejected.

The interested bidders are kindly requested to adhere to the above new criteria and submit their bids before the deadline accordingly.

This Addendum 01 forms an integral part of the ITB-238-21. All other Terms and Conditions in this ITB will remain unchanged.

Prepared by: Mazen Sarieddine
Procurement and Logistics Analyst

Approved by: Piero Emanuele Franceschetti
Title: Head of Service Center,
Senior Operations Manager UNDP, Erbil, Iraq